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The red dwarf honey bee 
Nest-site selection by red dwarf 
bees 
A real red dwarf swarm 
Follow vs dance angles 
 
Sample std = 52.74o, data unlikely to come from a normally distributed process 
(Two-Sided Shapiro-Wilks test, P = 0.0389) 
Diagrammatic model 
Bee on swarm 
Bee follows a dance 
Bee takes flight 
Dances 
Copycats! 
Copycats! 
Making a decision 
• A quorum decision is made when the total 
number of dancers passes a threshold 
• A vectorial consensus decision is based on 
both the total number of dancers and the 
direction that is danced for 
Vectorial consensus 
 
Vectorial consensus 
 
Vectorial consensus in experimental 
swarms of the red-dwarf honeybee 
• Experiments performed at Naresuan University, Phitsanulok, Thailand, 
April 26 – June 10, 2008 
Why use an agent based model? 
• Biologically realistic model 
• Explicitly model known individual behaviours 
• Complexity of individuals is flexible 
• Examine emergent properties of a system 
• The effects of isolating and varying single 
behavioural components can be studied 
explicitly 
Resting Observer Follow Dance Dance 
Educated Scout 
Independent Scout 
pobserve pfollow 
pvisit 
pistart 
picease 
Agent based model 
pistart 
Pause 
presume ppause 
pmimic 
Spatial component 
• Region quality given 
by pistart and p
i
cease 
Stopping Tests 
• A quorum decision is made if no. dancers ≥ 8 
• A vectorial consensus decision is made if 
magnitude of consensus vector ≥ 8  
• Swarm flies in average direction of dancers at 
decision time 
Guided success 
Guided success 
Model Parameters 
Parameter Description 
N total number of bees 
pobserve prob. of resting bee becoming observer 
pfollow prob. of following an observer dancer 
pvisit prob. of seeking an advertised site 
pistart prob. of dancing for a site in region i 
picease prob. of ceasing dancing for region i 
ppause prob. of a dancing bee pausing 
presume prob. of a paused bee resuming dancing  
fsearch fraction of bees surveyed by observer bees 
no std of angle flown by educated scouts 
ao std of angle danced 
pmimic prob. of mimicking an observed dance 
mo std of initial angle danced by mimic 
Simulation set-up 
Simulation summary 
Simulation Set mo Initial Error 
1 0o Yes 
2 50o Yes 
3 0o No 
4 50o No 
1000 simulations per set of parameters 
Simulations run for 40 time steps with 2700 agents 
Output of interest: 
• Number of decisions made 
• Fraction of accurate decisions 
• Mean decision time 
Number of decisions made with 
imprecise mimicry and no initial error 
quorum decisions 
(with mimicry)  
consensus decisions 
(with mimicry) 
quorum decisions 
(no mimicry) 
consensus decisions 
(no mimicry) 
Decision time with imprecise mimicry 
and no initial error 
quorum decisions 
(with mimicry)  
consensus decisions 
(with mimicry) 
quorum decisions 
(no mimicry) 
consensus decisions 
(no mimicry) 
Fraction of guided successes with 
imprecise mimicry 
quorum decisions 
(no initial error)  
consensus decisions 
(no initial error) 
quorum decisions 
(with initial error)  
consensus decisions 
(with initial error) 
General effects of increasing pmimic 
Set mo Error # decisions decision time guided success 
1 0o Yes increases decreases down to ≈ 32% 
2 50o Yes increases decreases down to ≈ 27% 
3 0o No increases decreases down to ≈ 99% 
4 50o No increases decreases down to ≈ 76% 
Discussion 
• The agent based model allows us to isolate 
and examine particular individual behavioural 
components 
• A small amount of mimicry is not necessarily 
bad 
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